Hearts Of Stone
Chords And Lyrics
By John Fogerty

Capo 2\textsuperscript{nd} fret
E \hspace{1cm} A \hspace{1cm} E
Well, hearts made of stone - Will never break
B7 \hspace{1cm} E
And the love you give - It just won't take
A \hspace{1cm} E
You can ask 'em "Please, please, please, please break"
B7 \hspace{1cm} E
And all of your love - Is theirs to take
A \hspace{1cm} E
Well, hearts of stone - Will cause you pain
B7 \hspace{1cm} E
Although you love them - They'll stop you just the same
A \hspace{1cm} E
You can ask 'em "Please, please, please, please break"
B7 \hspace{1cm} E
And all of your love - Is theirs to take

But they'll say "No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no"
A \hspace{1cm} B7
Everybody knows - I thought you knew
E
Hearts are made of stone" - Whoa!

Break – A-E-B7-E-A-E-B7-E

A \hspace{1cm} E
Well, hearts of stone - Will cause you pain
B7 \hspace{1cm} E
Although you love them - They'll stop you just the same
A \hspace{1cm} E
You can ask 'em "Please, please, please, please break"
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B7 E
And all of your love - Is theirs to take - Yeah!

Break – A-E-B7-E-A-E-B7-E

But they'll say "No, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no, no
A B7
Everybody knows - I thought you knew
E A E B7 E B7 E
Hearts are made of stone"